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1 General 

MF consists of a whole set of data files, including the program (MF.exe) itself, exciter-signals, set-ups, 
macros, and other help files.  All the files have to exist in the MF directory.  There are several versions of 
MF since the program is constantly in progress, new features are included and new hardware is utilized.  
This tutorial is based on the version MF100605.  The version that is currently active is shown under 
Utility ; Version. 

The MF-software is to be operated by keyboard, not by mouse.  The keys that open a menu, function, edit 
line etc. are marked yellow on the screen.  In this tutorial this complies with red.  

To call up the main menus File, Domain, Display, etc. it is necessary to press Alt in order to see the 
yellow marked letters.  Alt and the marked letter pressed simultaneously will open the list of sub menus. 

 

Abb. 1.1-1:  Alt o to call up Domain will open this list of sub menus.  Pressing the marked letter will 
change the screen display correspondingly.  The hotkeys to call up a certain display without calling up the 
menu are shown on the right. 

The selection of sub menus can be done with the marked letters as well as with á â (selected item is 
identified by inverted characters) and ↵ for call up. 

Within a function the marked letters open an edit line or change the parameters.  In enumeration the mark 
will jump to the first value if hit once, every further hit will set the mark to the next value. 

 

Abb. 1.1-2:  I in Basic Settings will set the mark to ‚left’, i.e. the left input will be used for the 
measurement.  Hitting I twice will set the mark to ‚right’, hitting I three times to ‚stereo’. 

The hotkeys serve to call up a function or a display without calling up menus or sub menus.  They are 
located at the right of the sub menus and are marked gray in the text. Ctrl t for example will change to 
the display of the time signal. 
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Two important hotkeys are Del and Ins.  Del opens a function to erase one or more channels:  

 

Abb. 1.1-3:  Start erasing ch shows the first channel that will be erased.  The numbering of the 
channels starts with 0.  The amount of channels which will be erased can be entered behind Channel to 
erase. 

Ins opens the file manager to select one or more files which will be inserted:  

 

Abb. 1.1-4:  On the right side one or more files can be selected.  The selected files will be loaded in addition to 
the existing channels on the desktop.  In the case of multi-channel files it is necessary to decide whether all or 
only certain channels shall be opened.  This is done on the left side. 

In the text the menus, sub menus and functions which are called up one after the other are separated by a 
;. 

Further references regarding the parameters on the desktop, the use of the cursor, and the utilization of the 
keyboard are summarized in the chapter 7.  
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1.1 Front-end 

The measuring system comes along with the ITADDA16 front-end.  It shows the following indicators, 
control elements, and interfaces: 

Front View 

 

1 Switch with LED for the 48 V phantom power supply for microphones at the line inputs. 

 2 LEDs for level control of the line input range in dBu.  The line input is adjusted with the software and 
is simultaneously transferred to the front-end.  

3 LEDs for the indication of the operating status.  The operating status is set with the software and is 
simultaneously transferred to the front-end.  

 Norm: Normal operating status during measurements in the time- and frequency domain 
 Imp:  Measuring impedance 
 10Ω Cal.: Reference measurement for measuring impedance 
 Line Ref.: Internal reference measurement via line outputs and inputs 
 Amp Ref.: Internal reference measurement via amplifier outputs and line inputs 

4 LEDs for level control of the line output range in dBu.  The line output is set with the software and is 
simultaneously transferred to the front-end. 

5 Symmetric XLR-line inputs.  Maximum input voltage 40 dBu, that is 109,54 VSS. 

6 Stereo TRS jack for headphones 

7 Rotary potentiometer to adjust the amplification of the headphones-output and the internal amplifier.  
For measurements with the internal amplifier the potentiometer should be turned completely to the 
right, that is +20 dB.  Calculations after measurements will be based on this calibrated amplification. 

8 Symmetric XLR-line outputs 
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1.1.1 Rear View 

 

1 Amplifier output right channel 

2 Amplifier output left channel  

3 Interface for the attachment of the front-end to the computer  

4 Power supply 230 VAC 

5 Fuse 400mAT 

6 POWER-Switch 

1.2 Important Advice 

- The MF measuring system is a software that is constantly in development, thus occasional problems 
with program errors etc. cannot be avoided.  Updates can be found on the homepage 
www.monkeyforest.de.  For important measurements we recommend to use a MF version with which 
you are familiar.  

- We do not take on any liability for inaccurate results, defect instruments, or any other consequences 
resulting from the use of MF soft- and hardware. 

- Only by using the correct hardware, the AD/DA measuring menu will work in a reliable way.  

- The hardware has to be handled with care appropriate to a laboratory set-up.  Any manipulation of the 
hardware is not permitted.  The hardware is only to be used with mains of 230 volt/50 Hz AC voltage 
and protective ground conductor. 

- The connecting cable from the computer to the front-end may never be connected or disconnected 
when the devices are switched on. 

- In order to protect the front-end and possible attached devices it is important to switch off the front-
end before starting or switching off the computer, or leaving the DOS level.  

- The inputs of the front-end are not secured against high over-voltage.  In case of input voltages higher 
than +20 dBu (22 Vss) the operating range of the front-end should be switched to +40 dBu.  Take 
caution with measurements on amplifiers or other devices which can generate very high output 
voltages.  In this case it is recommended to deactivate the Auto range in the AD/DA ; 
Basic settings menu and to set the AD fullscale value to ’+40 dBu’.  If the output-
voltage of a test object lies above 40dBu, it has to be worked with an attenuator as described in chapter 
8.4. 
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- With exception of the above mentioned case, it is recommended to use the Auto range function in 
order to avoid errors caused by too high or too low levels. 

- For single channel measurements with the Robo-front-end, it is recommended always to use the left 
channel, as this channel gives more accurate results, due to its limited layout. 

- If an electrical cross talk should occur during a single channel measurement, which is noticeable by a 
peak at the beginning of an impulse response, it can be eliminated manually by applying a window in 
the time domain or by using the option Inv odd DA-chan in the AD/DA ; Basic 
settings menu. 

- The input phantom power supply has to be switched off during a reference measurement.  

- The maximum output power of each amplifier is about 20 Watt @ 4 Ohm.  If more power is required 
the option Inv odd DA-chan in the AD/DA ; Basic settings menu can be used to bridge 
both amplifiers.  In this case the impedance should not fall below 8 Ohm.  The Robo-front-ends AC 
power unit and the cooling element are not designed for a permanent load!!!  The cabling for the 
bridge operating mode is described in chapter 8.5  

- The amplification of the amplifier amounts to +20dB.  In order to avoid clipping the test signal level in 
the Basic settings menu behind DA Level should not be set above 0 dBu. 

- During measurements with the internal amplifier the potentiometer of the front-end should always be 
turned completely to the right.  The amplification then amounts the defined 20 dB.  In first place the 
potentiometer serves to level the headphone output.  

- In case that unexplainable high levels are measured during a measurement, the settings of the FFT 
Normalizing should be checked.  Being in the time domain, this parameter can be found under 
Trans ; Processing.  FFT Normalizing should read ‚power’. 

- The housing of the front-end is connected to a protective ground conductor, which should not be 
disconnected under any circumstances.  The GND has no connection to the housing.  There is no 
galvanic separation between the in- and outputs and the connected computer. This should be 
considered in case of disturbances caused by a stray pick-up hum.  If required, audio transmitter 
should be used. 

- In order to measure loudspeakers outdoor and generally in case of air movements, sweeps should be 
used as exciter signals instead of MLS.  Any type of exciter signals can be generated via the function 
AD/DA ; New excitation signal.  This function is located in the frequency domain, 
display Magnitude. 

- In case the program does not work properly as a result of inaccurate settings, it is recommended to 
reproduce the „default“ settings with the function Utility ; Config file menu, or even 
better, to load an earlier saved PCK file. 

- In case nothing works at all or total confusion has taken over and even this manual does not help, it is 
possible to contact Anselm Goertz via e-mail (anselm.goertz@t-online.de). 
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2 Measurements 

The measuring functions are summarized under AD/DA (Alt a).  Basic settings serves to select 
the hardware and the basic settings (sample rate, maximum voltage of in- and outputs, etc.).  Environment 
parameters such as acoustic velocity and microphone sensitivity can be defined under Miscellaneous.  
The measuring functions in the time- and frequency domain are as follows. 

Measuring menu Set-up 
File 

Domain 
T=Time 
F=Freq. 

Hotkey Function and reference file (if required) 

Basic settings  T  F  Hardware set-up, port addresses, channel selection, 
level control 

Miscellaneous  T  F  Acoustic velocity (default: 340 m/s) 
Microphone sensitivity in mV/Pa 

New excitation 
signal 

*.BEX F  Generating measuring signals for frequency 
response measurement 

H:Listen(DA only)  T Shift 
h 

Output of a time signal from a file via DA-
converter 

AD only *.SFY T  F  A/D operating mode only to sample any signal, i.e. 
to measure output noise level of devices  

AD & DA 
simultaneously 

*.SFA T  F  Simultaneous A/D and D/A operating mode 
D/A signals from a file, i.e. for measurements of 
amplifiers with sinus bursts 

Recorder *.SFY T Shift 
o 

Simple recording function 

Micro calibration *.SFC T  Pistonphon microphone calibration 
THD+N single f *.SFT T  F  THD measuring with a single frequency, Info 

window with HD up to k10 
THD+N (f) *.SFT F  Frequency dependent THD measuring 
LS max SPL *.SFX F  Loudspeaker maximum level measurement with  

predetermined THD limits 
LS sensitivity *.SFL T  F  Loudspeaker frequency response measurement for 

specification of sensitivity  
Reference file: *.SPL 
In addition, the measurement menu for all 
measurements with compensation of the 
measurement microphone’s frequency response  

Frequency response *.SFF T  F  Frequency response measurement  
Reference file: *.SPF 

Polar Response *.SFP F  Measurement of polar diagram and controlling of 
different rotary tables  
Reference file: *.SPP  
Attention: No graphic display 
Post processing with Excel Macro 

Laser Vibrometer  F  --- 
Impedance *.SFI F  Impedance measurement  

Reference file: *.SPI 
SPL *.SFS F  Sound pressure level measurement 

The settings in the menus can be saved as set-up data files and therefore can be reproduced at any time.  
Set-ups are assigned to the various measuring functions by their ending.  The different endings are listed in 
the table under Set-up-File.  As a default they are saved and searched in the MF directory.  Ready-made 
set-ups exist for standard measurements.  Further set-up files exist for the function Edit ; J-Filter 
(*.SFJ), Info ; Select Room acoustics (*.RAP .REV) and Info ; STI (.STI). 
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2.1 Measuring Procedure 

Fig. 2.1-1 clarifies the measuring process by means of a measurement with the function LS 
sensitivity. It is i.e. used for measurements on loudspeakers, PA systems, or room acoustics 
measurements.  The parameters, which have to be defined before every measuring, are the excitation 
signal, the output voltage of the D/A converter, and the input voltage of the A/D converter.  The D/A 
converter can also be automatically adjusted by activating the Auto range– function.  

Excitation signals can be either generated with an internal generator (neighed impulse or MLS) or by 
loading a file (sweeps, noise signal, weighted impulse, or MLS).  The excitation signal has no influence on 
the first presentation of the result shown as a frequency response on the monitor.  But it has influence on 
the automatically carried out steps of calculation, shown in the diagram separately for impulse, MLS, 
sweeps, and noise signal (Noise / 2n-sig).  If a sweep or noise signal is used, MF automatically 
compensates a frequency weighting of the excitation signal, the influences of the measuring system (i.e. 
the waviness in the upper frequency response caused by the low-pass filter in the A/D and D/A converter), 
and in addition also the running time of the sweep consecutively passing through frequencies.  The 
compensation is done by multiplying the measured spectrum with the inverted spectrum of a previously 
performed reference measurement.  Therefore it is necessary to perform a reference measurement before 
taking the actual measurement.  If the reference measurement includes the frequency response of the 
measuring microphone, these influences on the measurement will also be compensated.  The result is 
therefore the frequency response of a measured object without the influence of the measuring equipment 
used in the reference measurement.  When using an impulse or MLS as an excitation signal, it is selectable 
in the measuring menu whether compensation should take place or not.  Signal processing, such as 
applying a window, smoothing, or a-weighting can be run during the automatic measuring procedure 
depending on definition.  Even if the displayed result shows the frequency response, the time signal and 
impulse response are buffer stored and can be shown on the desktop by switching into the corresponding 
display. 
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Fig. 2.1-1: Measuring procedure  
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2.2 Loudspeaker Measurement 

This chapter describes a frequency response measurement to determine the sensitivity of a passive 
loudspeaker with a weighted sweep. 

2.2.1 Operation Steps 

1 Connect the measuring microphone to the left input and the speaker to the left amplifier output at the 
back of the front-end 

2 Open the AD/DA (Alt a) and select LS sensitivity  

3 Define hardware configuration in Basic settings  

4 Switch off phantom power on the front of the front-end  

5 Select excitation signal under Reference and excitation, enter microphone data and run 
reference measurement 

6 Select measuring conditions, number of measurements, in- and output level under LS 
sensitivity  

7 Phantom power should be switched on in case the measuring microphone requires it  

8 Start measurement 

9 Save the frequency response with s.  The edit line for specifying name and path will appear:   

 

 The name can be made up of a maximum of 8 letters.  The data is saved with ↵; the memory process 
can be cancelled with ESC. 
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2.2.2 Menu Parameters 

 

Fig. 2.2-1:  Basic Settings by utilization of the hardware ITADDA16-card + Robo-front-end.  The AD 
sample rate is 44,1 kHz; the left line input line is to be used.  By activating Auto range MF will 
automatically choose the suitable recording level range for the input.  The setting of basic settings for 
other hardware versions can be found in chapter 6. 

 

Fig. 2.2-2:  Remote by utilization of the hardware ITADDA16-card + Robo-front-end 

 

Fig. 2.2-3:  Reference and excitation.  For the conversion of the input voltage, the microphone 
sensitivity is defined at 15 mV/Pa (Mic sensitivity); the frequency response of the measuring 
microphone is not considered (Mic equalization = no).  The exciter signal is a FFT degree 16, 
weighted sweep taken from the file MF\SWP16LM.DAT.  The result of the reference measuring is stored 
under MF\SWP16LM.SPL.  The reference measuring is performed internally (Ref = int) from the 
amplifier output (Internal ref. = amp) to the line input.  The reference measuring is started with 
Ctrl ↵.  
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Fig. 2.2-4:  The measuring menu will appear automatically after the reference measuring.  The data 
Measurement conditions define the conditions of the calculation of the Sensitivity.  Among others the 
nominal impedance (LS impedance) and the distance between loudspeaker and microphone have to be 
entered here.  Latter can also be determined with Detect mic-LS distance.  A single measurement 
(Mode = single) will be performed and only averaged via one measurement (Averaging = 1). 

2.2.3 Results 

 

Fig. 2.2-5:  Inverted frequency response of the reference measurement with a weighted sweep.  The recording 
level meter below the diagram shows the difference between the AD fullscale (in LS sensitivity) 
and the input level of the front-end.  Correct level adjustment is indicated by green on the screen (standard 
color set 1, to select under Display; Find nice colors), overdriving is indicated by red, under 
driving by yellow. 
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Fig. 2.2-6:  Frequency response after a measurement.  In accordance to the entry under Measurement 
Conditions, the automatically generated comment line shows out of which input voltage of the 
loudspeaker the sensitivity (1W/1m) is calculated.  It is 2,83 V for a loudspeaker with a nominal impedance of 8 
Ohm.  

2.2.4 Signal Processing after Measurement 

To set a time window the following steps are necessary after a measurement: 

1 Calculate the impulse response with the IFFT (i) out of the transfer function.  It is important that the 
cursors include all values of the frequency range (Shift e) 

2 Set cursor to define the pass band range and extraction range. 

3 Call up window function with Edit ; Apply window, define parameters and set time window (↵). 

4 Place cursor to the beginning and the end of the impulse response (Shift e).  Perform FFT (f) for 
transformation into the frequency domain.   

 

 

Fig. 2.2-7:  Impulse response after transformation into the time domain  
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Fig. 2.2-8:  The left cursor stands at 5 ms and the right one at 25 ms for the definition of the pass band range 
and extraction range.  In between a symmetric window function with a von-Hann characteristic and a Tukey 
(pass band range) of 75% is applied, the corresponding window function is shown in blue.  

 

Fig. 2.2-9:  Parameter in the function to set a time window. 
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Fig. 2.2-10:  Frequency spectrum after setting the time window and back transformation into the frequency 
domain (blue) together with the frequency spectrum without window (red).   
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2.3 Measuring of Room Impulse Response 

Following, the basic procedure of measuring a room impulse response with a sweep as an excitation signal 
is described.    

2.3.1 Operation Steps 

1 Connection of the measuring microphone to the left input.  The left output is used to feed the 
measuring signal into the PA system.   

2 Open AD/DA (Alt a) menu and select LS sensitivity. 

3 Set hardware adjustment in Basic settings (corresponding Fig. 2.2-1). 

4 Switch off phantom power supply on the front-end.  

5 Select excitation signal in Reference and excitation and run reference measurement.  
Depending on the reverberation time of the room following excitation signals should be used:    

 
Excitation signal Set-up Length at 44,1kHz Length at 48kHz Length at 96kHz 

Sweep with degree 16 
SWP16DRY.DAT RA16-X.SFL 

1,48s 
reverberation time to 

approx. 1s 
1,36s 0,68s 

Sweep with degree 18 
SWP18WET.DAT RA18-X.SFL 

5,92s 
reverberation time to 

approx. 4s 
5,46s 2,73s 

Sweep with degree 20 
SWP20REV.DAT RA20-X.SFL 

23,68s 
reverberation time to 

approx. 18s 
21,84s 10,93s 

 

 The estimated reverberation time of the room to be measured should not exceed 80% of the maximum 
length of the impulse response.  The RIA as basis for the calculation of STI should be at least 1,6 s 
long, in order to take in account a complete period of the lowest modulation frequencies.  

6 Select number of measurements, input and output level in LS sensitivity.  For improvement of 
the signal-to-noise ratio averaging (Averaging) of several measurements is recommended.  

7 Switch on phantom power supply in case the measuring microphone requires it.  

8 Start measurement of room transfer function in the frequency domain.  For single measurements with 
↵, for automatic numbering and saving of a measurement sequence with *.  

9 Calculate room impulse response from the transfer function with the IFFT (i).  It is important that the 
cursors include all values of the frequency range (Shift e). 

 

The reference measurement and the specification of measuring parameters are only carried out once before 
every measurement sequence.  An adjustment of Measurement conditions is not necessary, since it 
is primarily to determine relative level variation and not the absolute level, i.e. maximum signal level of a 
PA system.  This is already by virtue of the measurement with a sweep as an excitation signal, useful 
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because of the insensitivity against noise, not possible.  When considering measuring results it is to take in 
account that the level indication does not provide any information regarding the absolute level.    

2.3.2  Menu Parameters 

 

Fig. 2.3-1:  Reference and excitation.  For the conversion of the input voltage the microphone 
sensitivity (Mic sensitivity) is defined at 15 mV/Pa, the frequency response of the measuring 
microphone is not considered (Mic equalization = no).  The excitation signal is a weighted sweep 
with FFT degree 18 (length 5,92 s) taken from the file MF\SWP18WET.DAT.  The result of the reference 
measurement is stored under MF\SWP18WET.SPL.  The reference measurement is performed internally 
(Ref = int) from the line output to the line input (Internal ref. = line).  The reference 
measurement is started with Ctrl ↵. 

 

Fig. 2.3-2:  The measuring menu will appear automatically after the reference measurement.  A single 
measurement (Mode = single) is carried out with averaging over four measurements (Averaging = 
4).  The output voltage DA Level is set to -6 dBu and has to be adjusted to the input of the mixing desk or 
controller.  A single measurement is started ↵, an automatic numbering and saving of a measurement 
sequence with *. 
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2.3.3 Results 

 

Fig. 2.3-3:  Inverted frequency response of a reference measurement with a weighted, FFT degree 18 sweep.  

 

Fig. 2.3-4:  Room transfer function after the measurement 
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Fig. 2.3-5:  Room impulse response after transformation of the room transfer function into the time domain   
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3 Data Management:  Load, Save, Copy, etc. 

The file manager under File (Alt f) assists the data management, the creation of directories, calling up 
data files, deleting, copying, etc. 

 

Fig. 2.3-1:  File manager 

The directories <Dir> and files are listed on the right side.  Path on the left side shows the path of the 
directory, which is currently selected, Mask the file type.  With ‚*.SPK’, for example, only the files of 
the frequency response, saved with the ending SPK are shown.  With ‚*.DAT’ the time signals and with 
‚*.*’ all files of a folder are shown.  

The selection of a directory or a file takes place by using the á â -buttons, with ↵ the directory is opened 
respectively the file will be loaded.  With ‚..’ the superior directory level can be reached. 

Saving Save opens the edit line for specification of path and name.  Path and name can be made up 
with up to 8 letters.  With ↵ the file is saved; with ESC the saving process is interrupted.   

Loading The file selected on the right (inverted display) is loaded with ↵. 

Deleting Delete removes the file selected on the right.   

Copying Copy copies the file selected on the right to an other directory.  Path changes to To.  The 
path of the directory, in which the file should be copied, is entered in the edit line behind 
To.  For example ‚A:’ to copy the file to a floppy disk.   

Renaming Rename opens the edit line behind Name to change the name. 

New directory Make Dir opens the edit line behind Path to enter a new directory. 

Copying, loading, 
etc. several files  

Marked files can be loaded, copied, or deleted simultaneously.  In order to mark a file it is 
chosen on the right (inverted display), Tag is hit and a rhombus appears behind the file 
name.  All marked files can for example be loaded with Ctrl ↵.  Likewise Ctrl o will 
copy several marked files and Ctrl d delete several files. Markings can be deleted with 
Untag. 
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4 Documentation of Graphics and Analyses 

There are several ways to save graphics or values in order to reprocess them in other programs (Word, 
Excel, or graphic programs).  Further more a printout in HPGL format can be made directly from MF if a 
printer or plotter with installed DOS driver is connected.  In case the printer is too new for a HPGL 
interpreter an alternative is to save and print by using a Windows program.  The Plot is opened with Alt 
p. 

4.1 Create a Graphic by Plot 

In order to understand the next steps a sample measurement can be loaded, i.e. the file RIA.DAT in the 
directory C:\MF\DEMO\ROOM.  The saving of a graphic in HPGL format is made as follows:     

1 Call up of the function Plot shop in the menu Plot in order to verify the parameter settings.  The 
standard settings should read:  

 

 It is important that under Name of char. file the here mentioned file is registered and available 
in the MF directory.  In case the path is different the file manager can be opened with b and the file 
selected in the MF directory.  Close the window with Quit.  

2 After calling up Plot it with the hotkey p or Plot ; Plot it the following window will 
appear: 

 

 Same name set ‚yes’ indicates that the file name is automatically taken, so that usually only the 
path has to be entered behind File name.  Without specification of a path MF will save the graphic 
to the directory, which is currently open.  ↵ activates the saving process.  A confirmation will appear 
on the display. 

3 The file can now be imported to i.e. Corel Draw with Windows and worked with.  The HPGL format 
can not be inserted directly into Word.   
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To convert the HPGL files into a conventional graphic format, an application under DOS can be used to 
create PCX files.  

 

Fig. 4.1-1: Example of a graphic converted from HPGL to PCX under DOS 

Premise is that the program PRINTGL.EXE exists in the MF directory on the computer.  The following 
steps are necessary for conversion: 

1 Leave MF 

2 Change to the directory in which the file for conversion is stored (cd.., to switch to the superior 
directory level, cd [path name], to reach the subdirectory).    

3 Entering of plot-pcx[blank][file name]↵.  Now the program runs automatically and the 
file is available in PCX format with the same path and name 

Graphics can be viewed under DOS in a similar way with plot-vga[blank][file name]↵. 
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4.2 Create a Graphic with Screenshot 

This function enables a hardcopy of the current display.   

1 After calling up Plot ; Screenshot the following window will open. 

 

 

Function Meaning 

Color set Selection of color sets. ‚2’ assures a white graphic background.   

Area Defines the area of the hardcopy.  With ‚all’ the complete screen interface is stored.  
‚Signal’ only saves the signal and the above of the graphic located line with file name 
and the comment as in Fig. 4.2-1.  ‚no headline’ only saves the signal without file 
name and the comment.  ‚text win’ only saves the currently shown text window.  The 
graphics of the function windows in this tutorial (i.e. Screenshot above) where made 
this way.  

DPI Indicates the resolution. (DPI = Dots per Inch) 

Dimension Shows the size of the graphic 

Format Determines the storage format.  PCX is recommended as format, since this format needs 
less storage space than the same graphic as a bitmap format (BMP).  The graphic of the 
example measurement RIA.DAT requires 46 KB as a PCX-File, 350 KB as a BMP-File. 
Word can read in PCX-Files directly. 

Same name Determines whether a file name is automatically registered as graphic name behind Name 
of file. 

Name of file Determines the path and file name.    

Or press 
PrtScr 
anywhere 

A screenshot can be made at any time using the hotkey PrtSc (print button).  The format 
then corresponds with the current settings in Plot ; Screen Shot.   Only the path 
and file name is requested when PrtSc is activated. 

 

2 ↵ will save the graphic; Quit will leave the function without saving.  
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Fig. 4.2-1: Screenshot in PCX format with Area: ‚Signal’ 

Further graphics as screenshot with the same specification can be created with PrtSc (print button) 
without calling up the operation again.  A request for memory location and name of the file will appear 
after activating PrtSc.  
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4.3 Generating of Lists in Text-Format 

To generate result lists, i.e. the frequency-dependant reverberation time via menu Info, protocol files 
can be created in MF in order to be post processed in other programs.  The necessary functions for it can 
not be found under Plot.  

1 The path of an available directory and name in Utility ; More files has to be chosen for the 
Protocol file.  A possible setting can read:     

 

 Always show path set to ‚yes’ assures that the path is mentioned in the edit line when saving.  
To close window use Quit. 

2 With a simultaneous activation of Ctrl PrtSc MF saves the contents of an open window in an 
ASCI-Format into the specified file with a PRO ending in Protocol file.  Every further 
activation of Ctrl PrtSc adds the window content of a newly opened information window to the 
same protocol file.  This can be repeated as often as desired.   

The protocol file will remain the same until the path and name in More Files is changed. 

A protocol file with the ending PRO can be directly opened with WORDPAD or Word.  Using the text 
conversion assistant it can be read into a chart in Excel. 
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5 Working with Macros and Set-ups 

Macros serve to automate standard measurements.  The individual steps of a measuring or evaluation 
procedure are stored in a macro; it is started with a function key.  Basic components of macros are set-up 
files.  Set-ups store the settings of measuring functions and processing functions.  When these are called up 
by a macro during a measuring or evaluation procedure the parameters in a function are set to the defined 
values.  Set-ups therefore guarantee that if a function is called up by a macro the parameters are always set 
the same, independently from how the setting were set before. 

All measuring and processing functions with # Setup  allow the saving and calling up of parameters.  
This counts for the opened main menu and all sub menus, which can be called up from the main menu.  An 
example for that is LS sensitivity (Fig. 2.2-4).  The saving of a set-up includes the parameters in 
Basic Settings and Reference and excitation.  Thus it is important to ensure that the 
set-up complies with the prevailing hardware.  Adjustments and individual settings can be saved as set-ups.  
They are automatically provided with the right endings and stored by default in the MF directory. 

Macros for various measurement tasks are summarized in macro files (*.TM).  The beginning of Chapter 
5.4-5.8 show a table, listing macros belonging to particular macro files and the function key with which 
they can be called up.  The set-ups used by the macros (*.SF*) and the excitation signals (*.DAT) are 
shown for every macro.  Premise for the use of macros is that these files are present in the MF directory.  
The files with the reference measurement are automatically created after a first reference measurement. 

The so-called pick-file with the ending *.PCK, a global configuration file, exists in addition.  They save all 
settings when leaving MF, so that these can be reproduced automatically with the next start of the program.  
Precondition is that MF is started from the same directory as the previous session.  The reason for this is 
that the pick-file, when ending the session, is saved always under the same name in the same directory 
from which MF was started.  Thus the existing pick-file will be over written.  Pick-files can be called up 
and renamed with Utility ; Config file menu.  This way a functional basic setting can be 
archived and reproduced.  A renamed pick-file will not be overwritten.    

5.1 Calling Up and Saving of Set-ups 

The following steps should be used for calling up a set-up:   

1 Opening of a measuring or processing function.   

2 Activating of # Setup .  As a default the file manager is opened with the path set to C:\MF and lists 
the set-up files, which are available for the respective function. 
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Fig. 5.1-1:  File manager when calling up a set-up.  Only the set-ups in the MF directory that fit to the 
respective function are shown.  In this case all set-ups with the ending SFL for LS Sensitivity. 

3 Selection of a requested set-up with á â (inverted display) and loading with ↵. 

The saving of own set-ups is done as follows: 

1 Changing of parameters in a function   

2 Activating of # Set-up. As a default the file manager is opened with the path set to C:\MF. 

3 With Save an edit line is opened for specification of the name under which the set-up should be 
saved.  The old set-up will be overwritten when using the same name.  This will also change the 
settings when this set-up is called up by a macro.  If this should not happen the set-up has to be saved 
under a different name but with the same ending. 

5.2 Calling Up of Macros 

In order to use a macro, the macro file in which the macro is stored has to be loaded: 

1 Opening of the menu Macro with Alt r. 

 

Fig. 5.2-1:  Menu Macro: Own macros can be created with Start recorder.  List macros opens a 
listing of macros of the currently loaded macro file.  Edit macros opens the feature to edit macros.  A file 
manager for the selection of a macro file is opened with Macro file. 

2 The file manager to select a macro file is opened with Macro file menu. 
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Fig. 5.2-2:  File manager when choosing a macro file.  All files in the directory C:\MF with the ending TM are 
displayed. 

3 In order to load the complete macro file Mode on the left, has to be set to ‚over’.  Select the macro 
file on the right with á â (inverted display) and load with ↵. 

A listing of the individual macros including their functions can be opened with Macro ; List macros 
or Alt l. 

 

Fig. 5.2-3:  List of macros after loading the macro file AKU-MET.TM for room acoustic measurements and 
evaluation.   

The macros can be started immediately from the list.  The selection is accomplished with á â, the loading 
with ↵.  The classification is as follows: 

Storage space F1–F10 F11–F20 F21-F30 F31-F40 

Key combination F1–F10 Shift F1-F10 Ctrl F1-F10 Alt F1-F10 

The up to 40 macros of a macro file can be started with the function keys without a detour using List 
macros.  The macro for an octave filtering of an impulse response (F31) for example with Alt F1. 
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5.3 Labeling of Macros and Set-ups for Various Hardware Versions 

Ready to use macro files and set-ups are provided for three different hardware sets.  A key letter classifies them: 

ITADDA16-Karte + Robo-Front-end:  I 

Notebook Tecra + Robo-Front-end:  T 

RME Hammerfall Multiface + Robo-Front-end:  R 

X replaces the identification in the charts. 

 

5.4 Measuring of Passive Loudspeakers with the Macro LSP-MEX.TM 

TM F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

 Reference for 
impedance 
measurement 
with sweep FFT 
degree 16 
SWP16ELE.DAT  

Impedance 
measurement 
with sweep 
FFT degree 16 
SWP16ELE.DAT  

Phase response of 
impedance  

Reference for 
Frequency 
response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
16 
SWP16LM.DAT  

Frequency 
response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
16 
SWP16LM.DAT  

Phase of 
frequency 
response after 
delay 
compensation 

Applying a 
symmetrical time 
window 
(Blackmann) with 
a length of 10 ms 
around the 
maximum of the 
impulse response 

Applying a 
symmetrical time 
window 
(Blackmann) with 
a length of 20 ms 
around the 
maximum of the 
impulse response 

Applying a 
symmetrical time 
window 
(Blackmann) with 
a length of 40 ms 
around the 
maximum of the 
impulse response 

 

 Set-up file: 
LS16I-X.SFI 

Set-up file: 
LS16I-X.SFI  

Set-up file: 
LS16P-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
LS16P-X.SFL      

Alt          --- intern --- 
Delay 
1s 
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5.4.1 Measuring Impedance 

For impedance measuring the phantom power supply at the front-end has to be switched off.  The 
measuring is performed single-channel via the left amplifier output and the left line input. 

A reference measurement has to be run before every measuring sequence and rerun as soon as measuring 
conditions or excitation signal change.  It has not to be repeated before every single measurement. 

Result of a reference measurement with F1: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; 
Impedance; Reference and 

excitation: 

  
Fig. 5.4-1:  Result of a reference measurement and the corresponding settings in the measuring menu.  The 
excitation signal is a frequency linear sweep with FFT degree 16. 

Result of an impedance measurement with F2: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; 
Impedance: 

 
 

Fig. 5.4-2:  Result of an impedance measurement and the settings in the measuring menu.  To enlarge or 
reduce the scaling on the y-axis the á â buttons are to be used. 
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Phase display of an impedance measurement with F3: 

 

Fig. 5.4-3:  Phase display of an impedance measurement.  It can be switched directly from the impedance 
measurement into the phase display with Domain ; Phase (Ctrl p). 

5.4.2 Frequency Response Measurement 

The phantom power supply at the front-end has to be switched off for the reference measurement.  The 
rotary potentiometer to adjust the amplifying has to be turned all the way to the right (calibrated amplifying 
of 20 dB).  The measuring is performed single-channel via the left amplifier output and the left line input. 

A reference measurement has to be run before every measuring sequence and rerun as soon as measuring 
conditions or excitation signal change.  It has not to be repeated before every single measurement. 

Result of a reference measurement with F4: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity; Reference and 

excitation: 

 

 
Fig. 5.4-4:  Result of the reference measurement with a weighted, FFT degree 16 sweep, displayed after 
inversion.  This way it is stored under Reference file and multiplied with the measured spectrum after 
the measurement, in order to compensate the influences of the measuring equipment.  The microphone 
sensitivity is set to 15mV/Pa.  The frequency response of the measuring microphone (Mic equalization 
= no) will not be compensated.  The reference measurement is performed internally (Ref = int) via the 
amplifier output and the line input (Internal ref. = amp).  
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For the frequency response measurement the phantom power supply has to be switched on where 
appropriate.  The result is the sensitivity, calculated for the input power of 1 W at the loudspeaker and a 
distance of 1 m.  For a loudspeaker with a nominal impedance of 8 Ohm this complies with 2.83 V, 
automatically shown in the comment line.  In reality the input voltage at the loudspeaker amounts to 
2,75 V.  The input voltage is calculated from the output power (DA Level) of –9 dBu and the 
amplification (PA Gain) of the internal amplifier of 20 dB.  From this results an output voltage of 11 dBu 
(2,75 V) at the amplifier (PA Output).  This produces an output power of 0,94 W at a nominal 
impedance (Impedance) of 8 Ohm.   

Result of a frequency response measurement 
with F5: 

Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity: 

 

 
Fig. 5.4-5:  Result of a sensitivity measurement.  The macro automatically detects the distance between 
loudspeaker and measuring microphone.  No time window (Window = no) is set during the measuring 
procedure; no smoothening (Smooth= no), or signal processing (Processing = none) is carried out. 

Phase of a frequency response measurement 
with F6directly after a measurement: 

Phase of a frequency response measurement 
with F6: after setting of a time window  

  

Fig. 5.4-6:  Display of the phase response with previous compensation of the basic elapsed time.  The basic 
elapsed time is the time that the signal needs to overcome the distance between the measuring object and the 
measuring microphone.  The basic elapsed time is integrated in the phase response, if the phase is displayed 
directly after the measurement with F5. Additionally a time window was set to create the graphic on the right 
in order to eliminate the influences of reflections. After setting the time window the phase response can be 
displayed with Domain ; Phase (Ctrl p)  
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5.4.3 Macros to Set a Time Window 
Frequency response after setting a time window 

with F7: 
Setting the window function in the time domain   
(Ctrl t) Edit ; Apply window for F7 

 
 

Fig. 5.4-7:  A symmetric time window (Slope = symmetrical) with a length (Length) of 10 ms around 
the maximum of the impulse response (Range = around max) is set in the window function.  80% 
remain as a pass band range (Tukey) uninfluenced by the window, in each case 10% right and left have a 
Blackman-characteristic (Window type).  Possible existing DC voltage is set to zero (Zero DC = yes).  

Frequency response after setting a time window 
with F8: 

Setting the window function in the time domain   
(Ctrl t) Edit ; Apply window for F8 

 
 

Fig. 5.4-8:  A symmetric time window with the length of 20 ms around the maximum of the impulse response is 
set in the window function. 
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Frequency response after setting a time window 
with F9: 

Setting the window function in the time domain   
(Ctrl t) Edit ; Apply window for F9 

 
 

Fig. 5.4-9:  A symmetric time window with the length of 40 ms around the maximum of the impulse response is 
set in the window function. 
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5.5 Measuring of Loudspeakers with Integrated Amplifying with the Macro LSA-MEX.TM 

TM F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

    Reference for 
Frequency 
response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
16 
SWP16LM.DAT  

Frequency 
response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
16 
SWP16LM.DAT  

Phase of 
frequency 
response after 
delay 
compensation 

Applying a 
symmetrical time 
window 
(Blackmann) with 
a length of 10 ms 
around the 
maximum of the 
impulse response 

Applying a 
symmetrical time 
window 
(Blackmann) with 
a length of 20 ms 
around the 
maximum of the 
impulse response 

Applying a 
symmetrical time 
window 
(Blackmann) with 
a length of 40 ms 
around the 
maximum of the 
impulse response 

 

 
   

Set-up file: 
LS16A-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
LS16A-X.SFL      

Alt          --- intern --- 
Delay 
1s 
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The phantom power supply at the front-end has to be switched off for the reference measurement.  It has to 
be switched back on for the measurements with the microphone in case this is required.  The measuring 
microphone is connected to the left line input, the amplifier of the loudspeaker to the left line output. 

The reference measurement has to be run before every measuring sequence and rerun as soon as measuring 
condition or excitation signal change.  It has not to be repeated before every single measurement.. 

Result of a reference measurement with F4: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity; Reference and 

excitation: 

 

 
Fig. 5.5-1:  Result of a reference measurement with a weighted, FFT degree 16 sweep after inversion.  The 
reference measurement is performed internally (Ref = int) via the line output and the line input 
(Internal ref. = int).  

Frequency response measurement with F5: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity: 

 
 

Fig. 5.5-2:  According to the data Measurement conditions the Sensitivity is calculated for an input 
voltage of 1 V at the loudspeaker and a distance of 1 m. 
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Phase response with F6: 

 

Fig. 5.5-3:  Phase response after compensation of the basic elapsed time, but without setting a time window. 

The macros to set a time window F7, F8, and F9 correspond to 5.4.3 
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5.6 Room Acoustics Measurements and Analysis with the Macro AKU-MEX.TM 

TM F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

 Reference for 
sweep 
measurement FFT 
degree 16 
SWP16DRY.DAT 

Room Impulse 
Response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT 
degree 16 
SWP16DRY.DAT 

Room Transfer 
Function 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
16 
SWP16DRY.DAT 

Zooming display 
area. Frequency 
range: 20 Hz - 
20 kHz / Dynamic 
range 50 dB  

Transferring the 
room transfer 
function into the 
room impulse 
response 

     

 
Set-up file: 
RA16-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
RA16-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
RA16-X.SFL        

Shift Reference for 
sweep 
measurement FFT 
degree 18 
SWP18WET.DAT 

Room Impulse 
Response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT 
degree 18 
SWP18WET.DAT 

Room Transfer 
Function 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
18 
SWP18WET.DAT 

       

 Set-up file: 
RA18-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
RA18-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
RA18-X.SFL 

       

Ctrl Reference for 
sweep 
measurement FFT 
degree 20 
SWP20REV.DAT 

Room Impulse 
Response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT 
degree 20 
SWP20REV.DAT 

Room Transfer 
Function 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
20 
SWP20REV.DAT 

       

 Set-up file: 
RA20-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
RA20-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
RA20-X.SFL 

       

Alt Octave Filtering 
of a loaded or 
measured impulse 
response 

Third-Octave 
Filtering of a 
loaded or measured 
impulse response 

Acoustical 
Parameters of a 
single or multi 
channel impulse 
response 

Reverberation 
Time of a single or 
multi channel 
impulse response 

STI and CIS 
of loaded or 
measured 
broadband impulse 
responses (max. 4). 

ETC of a single or 
multi channel 
impulse response 

Pink Noise 
Generator with 
NOI15PNK.DAT 
No analyzer 

Third-Octave 
Analyzer with 
Pink Noise 
Generator 
NOI15PNK.DAT 
 

Third-Octave 
Analyzer: SPL-
measurement 
without Generator 
(linear-weighting.) 
 

Test Break 

 
Set-up file: 
RA-OCTAV.SFJ 

Set-up file: 
RA-TERZ.SFJ 

Set-up file: 
RA18-SWP.RAP 

Set-up file: 
RA18-SWP.REV 

Set-up file: 
STI-MFRC.STI  

Set-up file: 
NOI15-X.SFS 

Set-up file: 
NOI15-X.SFS 

Set-up file: 
NOI15-X.SFS  

 
Sweeps with FFT degree 16: Impulse response length is 1,48s @ 44,1 kHz, analogous 1,36s @ 48 kHz and 0,68s @ 96 kHz  
Sweeps with FFT degree 18: Impulse response length is 5,92s @ 44,1 kHz, analogous 5,46s @ 48 kHz and 2,73s @ 96 kHz  
Sweeps with FFT degree 20: Impulse response length is 23,68s @ 44,1 kHz, analogous 21,84s @ 48 kHz and 10,93@ 96 kHz  
Estimated reverberation time of the room shall not exceed 80% of impulse response length. 
For all measurements the function LS sensitivity under AD/DA is used. 
The microphone sensitivity and an optional compensation of the microphone’s transfer function are set in the function LS sensitivity, submenu of AD/DA, under Reference 
and excitation.  To keep this setting for all further measurements, the corresponding set-up file has to be saved after the modification and a new reference measurement has to be 
done.  
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5.6.1 Room Impulse Response and Room Transfer Function 

The macros F1, F2, F3 (1,48 s @ 44,1 kHz), Shift F1, Shift F2, Shift F3 (5,92 s @ 44,1 kHz), 
and Crtl F1, Crtl F2, Crtl F3 (23, 68 s @ 44,1 kHz) differ in the length of the excitation signal, 
otherwise they are the same.  The output voltage of the left output is – 6 dBu. 

The phantom power supply at the front-end has to be switched off for the reference measurement.  The 
reference measurement has to be run before every measuring sequence and rerun as soon as measuring 
conditions or excitation signal change.  It has not to be repeated before every single measurement.. 

Result of a reference measurement with F1: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity; Reference and 

excitation: 

 

 
Fig. 5.6-1:  Result of a reference measurement after inversion and the setting of the measuring menu for a 
measurement with a weighted, FFT degree 18 sweep.  The compensation spectrum looks the same after the 
reference measurement with F1 and Ctrl F1.  The only distinctions in the entries of the measuring menu 
are the degree (FFT degree), the excitation signal (Sig. (browse...)), and the file name 
(Reference file) under which the compensation spectrum is saved. 

Measuring of the room impulse response with 
Shift F2: 

Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity;  

 

 
Fig. 5.6-2:  Internally an IFFT is carried out automatically after the measurement of the transfer function with 
LS sensitivity.  Only one measurement will be done (Averaging = 1).  For a better signal to noise ratio several 
measurements can be averaged (i.e. Averaging = 4).  The output voltage of the front-end is set to – 6 dBu.     
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Measuring the room transfer function with Shift F3: 

 

Fig. 5.6-3:  The calculation of the dB values is based on the Measurement conditions in the LS-
Sensitivity menu.  When measuring at different positions with constant settings the relative level 
alterations become visible.  This macro does not serve to measure absolute levels, as done i.e. with a sound level 
meter or the third-octave  analyzer in the macro Alt F8.        

The complete spectrum from 0 Hz can be viewed with entire or Shift e (sets the cursor to the end 
points). Certain sectors can be defined with the cursors and zoomed with x-Zoom in order to analyze a 
specific frequency range more detailed.  The macro F4 afterwards limits the display to a range of 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 

The macro F5 calculates the room impulse response out of a room transfer function. 
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5.6.2 Analysis 

The analyses are available in the time domain (Ctrl t).  A single-channel impulse response has to be 
loaded for the filtering into octave (Alt F1) or third-octaves (Alt F2): 

Octave filtering with Alt F1: Filtering function under Edit ; J-Filter: 

 

 
Fig. 5.6-4:  Impulse response after the octave filtering and the settings in the filtering function.   

The room acoustics parameters can be calculated from a single channel impulse response as well as from a 
multi-channel impulse response: 

Room acoustics parameters with Alt F3: Settings under Info ; Select Room 
acoustics: 

 

 
Fig. 5.6-5:  On a basis of a filtered impulse response the result table shows the parameters for every frequency 
band.  If several unfiltered impulse responses are loaded the channel number will be shown instead of the 
center frequency.  The menu for the selection of the room acoustics parameters also defines which part of the 
impulse response is to be included in the calculation.  The region is defined by the cursors (Region = 
cursor).  The start of the impulse response is detected (Start detect = yes). It is the time where the 
level is 20 dB below the maximum level (Threshold = -20 dB).  Noise (Noise detect = yes) is 
determined from the last 10% (Length =10%) of an impulse response (Evaluation from = tail). 
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Reverberation times with Alt F4 in the domain Int. 
Impulse resp.  (Backwards integrated impulse response 

respectively Schröderplot): 

Settings in the display area 
Int. Impulse resp. ; 
Info ; Select decays: 

  
Abb. 5.6-6:  The macro at first calculates the backwards-integrated impulse response.  The calculation is based 
on the parameters defined in  Info; Select Room acoustics to determine the start of the impulse  
If several unfiltered impulse responses are loaded the channel number will be shown.  The center frequency is 
shown when using octave or third-octave filtered impulse responses.  It is determined in the menu, which 
reverberation times are shown in the chart.   

The calculation of STI (Speech Transmission Index) can be run for up to four, single-channel impulse 
responses.   

STI with Alt F5: Settings under Info ; STI: 

 

 
Fig. 5.6-7:  For the calculation on the basis of an impulse response (Source = IR) the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR = yes), the masking (Masking = yes), and the limit of audibility (H-thresh. = yes) are 
considered.  After the calculation the signal level and the noise level, which directly effect the STI, the rating 
following DIN EN 60268-16 and the CIS (Common Intelligibility Scale), have to be entered under Table SN.  
The calculation can also take place without macro using Info ; STI.  Then the indicated parameters can 
be selected manually in the menu on the right.   
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Fig. 5.6-8:  Table SN to enter the signal (Sig) and noise level (noi) in the octave band. 

 

Fig. 5.6-9:  MTF-Table with the matrix of the modulation-transfer function for all seven octave bands and 
fourteen modulation frequencies.  Corrections can also be separately switched off in this result window, which 
directly affects the m-correction.  In the lowest line the MTI (Modulation Transfer Index) for the octave bands 
is indicated.  They are summed up to a STI value with weighting factors for female and male speakers.  

ETC (Energy Time Curve) with Alt F6: 

 

Fig. 5.6-10:  ETC of an octave filtered impulse response.  Switch to the logarithmic display using Shift y. 
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5.6.3 Third- Octave Analyzer and Generator 

The front-end gives out a continuous pink noise using Alt F7.  The output voltage is –6 dBu.  The 
playback is stopped with ESC: 

 

Fig. 5.6-11:  For the playback of a pink noise the function AD/DA ; H: Listen (DA only) in the time 
domain is used.  With this function every loaded time signal can be issued.  Premise is that the settings in 
Basic Settings correspond with the hardware.     
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A third-octave analyzer with a pink noise as an exciter signal is started with Alt F8.  The repeated 
analysis is stopped with ESC.  During the measurement the spectrum can be horizontally moved with the 
á â-buttons: 

 

Fig. 5.6-12:  Result of a third-octave analysis with pink noise.  Behind Steps added, the information window 
shows the total sound level between 20 Hz and 20kHz.   

Measuring menu under AD/DA ; SPL: Settings under Microphone Data, 
Smooth: 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.6-13:  The measurement is repeated (Mode = repeat) until ended with ESC.  An information 
window (Info window = yes) is automatically displayed.  If the SPL is to be determined in octave bands 
instead of thirds, the values can be copied directly into the STI chart with Copy to STI S/N.  The 
microphone sensitivity and a compensation file can be entered under ? Microphone data, default is 
15 mV/Pa.  The Smooth-function defines the parameters for smoothing.  The amplitudes (Smoothing of 
= magnitude) are added (Method = added (SPL)) in the third bands (Bandwidth = 1/3 – 
octave). 
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Third –octave analysis without generator using 
Alt F9: 

Measuring menu under AD/DA ; SPL: 

 

 
Fig. 5.6-14:  For the third-octave analysis without excitation signal, for example for measuring the noise level, 
no signal (Use excitation = no) is issued.  The measurement repeats itself (Mode = repeat) until 
ended with ESC. 
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5.7 Adjusting and Tuning of PA Systems and Studio Monitors with the Macro PA-MEX.TM 

TM F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

 Reference for 
sweep 
measurement FFT 
degree 16 
SWP16DRY.DAT
44,1 kHz, Length 
1,48s 
Mic compensation 
can be set in 
function AD/DA; 
LS-Sens.; Ref.   

First 
measurement of a 
measuring 
sequence 
SWP16DRY.DAT 
Definition of a 
sequence name 
with max.5 
characters like 
XXXXX-00.SPK 
-00.SPK has to 
remain 

Further 
measurements at 
new positions 
 
Measurements are 
automatically 
saved and named 
by increment 
numbers from 0 to 
99  

Repeating last 
measurement 
made with Shift 
F3 and saving it 
using the same 
name 

Impulse response 
of a loaded or 
measured transfer 
function with 
placing cursor at 
maximum 
 

Shift F5  with 
additional saving 
the time signal 
with the same 
name, but 
extension *.DAT  

  Zooming display 
area. Frequency 
range: 20 Hz - 
20 kHz  

 

 Set-up file: 
PA16-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
PA16-X.SFL         

Shift Single impulse 
response 
measurement with 
placing cursor at 
maximum for 
evaluating time 
delays with sweep 
FFT degree 16 

Continuous 
impulse response 
measurement for 
evaluating time 
delays with sweep 
FFT degree 16 

        

 Set-up file: 
PA16-X.SFL 

Set-up file: 
PA16-X.SFL         

Ctrl           

 
          

Alt Octave Filtering 
of a loaded or 
measured impulse 
response 

Third-Octave 
Filtering of a 
loaded or measured 
impulse response 

Acoustical 
Parameters of a 
single or multi 
channel impulse 
response 

Reverberation 
Time of a single or 
multi channel 
impulse response 

STI and CIS 
of loaded or 
measured 
broadband impulse 
responses (max. 4). 

ETC of a single or 
multi channel 
impulse response 

Pink Noise 
Generator with 
NOI15PNK.DAT 
No analyzer 

Third-Octave 
Analyzer with 
Pink Noise 
Generator 
NOI15PNK.DAT 
 

Third-Octave 
Analyzer: SPL-
measurement 
without Generator 
(linear-weighting.) 
 

Test Break 

 
Set-up file: 
RA-OCTAV.SFJ 

Set-up file: 
RA-TERZ.SFJ 

Set-up file: 
RA18-SWP.RAP 

Set-up file: 
RA18-SWP.REV 

Set-up file: 
STI-MFRC.STI  

Set-up file: 
NOI15-X.SFS 

Set-up file: 
NOI15-X.SFS 

Set-up file: 
NOI15-X.SFS  
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5.7.1 Measuring at different Positions 

For a reference measurement the phantom power supply has to be switched off on the front-end.  A 
reference measurement has to be run before every measuring sequence and rerun as soon as measuring 
configuration or excitation signal change.  It has not to take place before every single measurement. 

Result of the reference measurement using F1: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity ; Reference and 

excitation: 

 

 
Fig. 5.7-1:  Result of a reference measurement and settings under Reference and excitation.  The 
excitation signal is a weighted, FFT degree 16 sweep.  The reference measurement is run internally 
(Ref=int) via line input and line output (Internal ref = line).  

The macros F2, F3, and F4 are designed to run and automatically save measurements on up to 100 
different locations.  F2 starts such a measuring sequence.  After this first measurement, MF will 
automatically open the Save-function.  A name with up to 5 letters before –00 can be entered.  The 
measurements are saved in the directory, which is currently open in the file manager (Alt f).  With every 
further measurement with F3 the number increases, the name stays the same.  In case an error occurs 
during a measurement it can be repeated with F4. It will be automatically saved with the last used number 
and therefore overwrites the invalid measurement.   
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Result of the first measurement using F2: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; LS 
sensitivity:  

 
 

Fig. 5.7-2:  After the first measurement and an indication, Save is automatically opened to enter the name of 
the measuring sequence.  For the automatic saving and numbering the function *: Go & Save is used.  
The calculation of the dB-values is based on the Measurement conditions in the LS-
Sensitivity-menu.  At measurements on different locations with invariant settings, the relative level 
changing from position to position is visible.  This macro does not serve for the measurement of absolute levels 
done with i.e. a sound level meter or the third-octave analyzer in the macro Alt F8. 

F5 serves to calculate the impulse response from the frequency spectrum.  In this case the right cursor is 
set to maximum and therefore the range is zoomed.  With F6 the impulse response is saved.   

Limiting the view of the spectrum to a range of 20 Hz and 20 kHz is done with F9.  

5.7.2 Analysis of the Measurements 

Several measurements have to be loaded first, in order to calculate an averaged spectrum by adding the 
magnitudes. This can be used for example as basis to evaluate the settings of an equalizer.  The loading 
happens in the file manager (Alt f).  All files which shall be loaded are marked with Tag (rhombus 
behind the file) and loaded with Ctrl ↵:  

File manager for the selection and tagging of 
files  

Eight single measurements after loading: 

 

 

Fig. 5.7-3:  Eight single measurements are tagged with Tag.  They are loaded by using Ctrl ↵. 
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A range of calculating functions can be found under Edit ; Channel work.  One of them is 
Average mag for the calculation of an average value by adding the magnitudes of two or more 
spectrums:  

Function Edit ; Channel work ; 
Average mag: 

Result of averaging 

  

Fig. 5.7-4:  If the averaging is to be related to all loaded spectrums the calculation is activated with Ctrl ↵. 
Otherwise the target channel has to be indicated behind Target channel and the source channel has to 
be indicated behind Source Channel.  The source channels are deleted with delete = yes.  All 
values (Region = all) are integrated in the calculation independent from the cursor positions.  Before the 
calculation all channels can be adjusted to the same total level in a specified frequency range with Log avg. 
adjust = yes.  In this case the range is between 300 Hz (Lower Limit) and 7 kHz (Upper Limit).  
If Log avg. adjust is set to no, the level differences on the positions are included in the calculation.   

Edit ; J-Filter i s used for determination of equalizer settings.  Up to 14 individual filters can be 
interactively applied to the frequency response.  The operation steps are as follows: 

1 Open Edit ; J-Filter. 

2 At first a default-set-up should be loaded in order to secure that by accident a filter is set in any filter 
bank.  Open the file manager using # Setup, select DEFAULT.SFJ and load with ↵. 

3  Set Link all to ‚yes’. 

4 Determine whether the width of a filter is defined by quality ($ Mode  = Q) or the bandwidth ($ 
Mode = BW). 

5 Call on Interactive.  The user interface appears together with the frequency spectrum, which now 
can be treated with up to 14 filters.  The filters have a direct effect on the spectrum. 
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Fig. 5.7-5:  J-Filter menu 

 

Fig. 5.7-6:  Interactive user interface 

The short cuts in the user interface have the following functions: 

Short cut Key Function 

LR PG Pgá  / 
Pgâ 

shows the filter number.  Up to 14 filters can be set in one filter set.  
Using Pg â the next superior filter number is reached.   

Ty t indicates the type of filter, for example high pass, low pass, or peak 
filter.   

Sh h indicates the filter shape.  The alternatives are dependent on the type of 
filter.    

Q or BW , / . depending on the selection of $ Mode in J-Filter, the quality 
or bandwidth is adjusted here. 

Freq ß/à chooses the frequency, which the filter refers to, depending on the type 
the center or band-edge frequency.  The frequency steps with the cursor 
can be decreased in combination with Shift or increased with Ctrl. 

Gain / * are used to reduce or increase the gain, notified in dB 

6 Setting of all filters.  Leaving the Interactive-Mode with ↵, to apply the filters, or with ESC, to 
reject the settings.  

7 To save the filter set via Edit ; J-Filter switch back to the filter functions again.  Call up the 
file manager using # and save the set-up under a new name with s. 

8 Choose the individual filters with Pgá / Pgâ in order to transfer the filter function on to an 
equalizer.  The parameters can be read off in Quality, Bandwidth and Gain and the equalizer 
can be tuned.  If Mode is placed to ‚set’, the frequency response of the filter function can be viewed 
by entering with ↵. 
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5.7.3 Determining Delay Times   

The macro Shift F1 serves to determine the delay time for a single measurement, Shift F2  for a 
continuous measurement.  Both set the right cursor to the maximum, so that the delay can be read from the 
graphic.  The sector around the maximum is displayed enlarged.  The left cursor is also set to the maximum 
in the macro Shift F2 in order to determine the difference, for example between two loudspeakers.  The 
left cursor remains at this position.  The right cursor now can be activated (r) and set to a new maximum 
(m).  The difference can be read below the graphic between the values of the right and left cursor.   

The continuous measurement is stopped with ESC and can be restarted by activating ↵ twice (the first 
activation calls up the measuring menu, the second starts the measuring procedure).   

Result of the measurement with Shift F1: Result of the measurement with Shift F2: 

  

Fig. 5.7-7:  After the single measurement the right cursor stands at the maximum, this sector is zoomed.  In the 
continuous measurement the left cursor remains on the position of the maximum and the right cursor can be 
placed to a new maximum.  The difference between the cursors can be read below the graphic.   

5.7.4 Analysis of Room Acoustic Parameters 

The macros for the evaluation under Alt are constructed the same way as the macros of AKU-MEX.TM.  
(Chapter 5.6.2)  
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5.8 Measuring of Electronic Devices with the Macro ELE-MEX.TM 

TM F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

 Reference for 
frequency response 
measurement with 
sweep FFT degree 
16 
SWP16ELE.DAT  

2 channels 

 

Frequency 
Response 
measurement with 
SWP16ELE.DAT  

2-kanalig 

Phase of frequency 
response 

2 channels 

Measurement of 
THD with exciter 
1 kHz / 0 dBu 

2 channels 

Displaying the 
spectrum with base 
frequency, THD 
and noise floor 

The info window 
shows values of 
k2, k3, Σ-k and 
THD+N/S,  

Distortion 
measurement 
depending on the 
frequency at 0 dBu 

2 channels 

6 graphs for both 
channels 

k2: cha 2 / cha 5 

k3: cha 3 / cha 6 

THD(f): cha 4 / 
cha7 

Measurement of 
noise level in 
relation to 0 dBu 

2 channels 

Displaying the 
noise spectrum and 
the spectral 
statistics  

The relevant total 
noise level is 
shown as 
Overall 

 

Measurement of 
noise level in 
relation to 0 dBu 
with A-weighting 

2 channels 

  Separately 
displayed base 
frequency and 
distortion in the 
time domain after 
distortion spectrum 
measurement with 
a specific 
frequency as 
exciter  

 Set-up file: 
ELE16-X.SFF 

Set-up file: 
ELE16-X.SFF  

Set-up file: 
THD1K-X.SFT 

Set-up file: 
THDF-X.SFT 

Set-up file: 
NOIS-X.SFY 

Set-up file: 
NOISA-X.SFY    

Alt           
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5.8.1 Measuring of the Frequency Response 

All measurements of this macro file are two-channel measurements via line in- and output.  The phantom 
power supply has to be switched off.  A reference measurement has to be carried out before measuring the 
frequency response.  The macros are not suitable for measuring on amplifiers, since their input voltage 
is tuned to low and they are run in the Auto range- mode. 

Result of a reference measurement with F1: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; 
Frequency response ; Reference 

and excitation: 

  
Fig. 5.8-1:  The reference measurement range is between 0 Hz and 22 kHz (Cut off), so that the effects of 
the high- and low pass filter of the front-end are visible.  The excitation signal is a frequency linear, FFT 
degree 16 sweep. 

Result of the measurement with F2: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; 
Frequency response: 

 

 
Fig. 5.8-2:  The reference value for the calculation of the dB level is 1 (Ref for 0 dB = 1), so that an 
amplification can be read from the graphic.  The voltage on the left and right line output (DA Level) is set to 
-10 dBu.    
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Phase of the frequency response with F3: 

 

Fig. 5.8-3:  F3 switches to the phase (Domain ; Phase, Ctrl p).  To get back to the frequency response 
Ctrl m (Domain ; Magnitude) is to be used. 

5.8.2 THD and Distortion Measurement 

The spectrum of a device by stimulation with a pure sinus signal at 1 kHz is analyzed with the macro F4.  
The spectrum is displayed with fundamental frequency, distortion, and noise floor.  An information 
window shows the harmonic distortions 2nd order (K2) and 3rd order (K3), the sum of all indicated 
harmonic distortions (•-K), as well as the relation of harmonic distortion and noise floor to the signal 
(THD+N/S). 

Result of the measurement with F4: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; THD+N 
single f: 

 

 
Fig. 5.8-4:  THD measurement at 1 kHz (Excitation).  The measurement is repeated (Mode = 
repeat), until ended with ESC.  The information window (Info window = yes) shows the harmonic 
distortion up to 3rd order (Show THD up to K = 3). 
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After measuring with the THD-function the fundamental frequency and the distortion can be separately 
shown for one channel in the time domain with the macro F10.  Therefore one channel has to be deleted at 
first (selection of a channel, 0 for channel 1, 1 for channel 2, and Del to delete). 

 

Fig. 5.8-5:  Separate displays of fundamental frequency and distortion in the time domain.  For better visibility 
the amplitude of the distortion is raised by 50 dB.     

The measuring of the harmonic distortion in dependence of the frequency in the range between 19 Hz and 
11 kHz is started with F5: 

Result of the measurement with F5: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; THD+N 
(f): 

 

 
Fig. 5.8-6:  The harmonic distortion of 2nd and 3rd order is shown together with the THD.  It is measured with 
sinus signals from 19 Hz (Lower cut off) to 11 kHz (Upper cut off) in an interval of 1/6 octave 
(Frequ. Increment).  
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The in color identification on the display using standard colors is as follows: 

Channel Meaning 

Channel 2 (pink) 
k2 on the left input of the front-end, thus the harmonic distortion of 2nd order  

Channel 3 (light 
blue) k3 on the left input of the front-end, thus the harmonic distortion of 3rd order 

Channel 4 (yellow) THD on the left input of the front-end, thus the harmonic distortion 
Channel 5 (green) k2 on the right input of the front-end, thus the harmonic distortion of 2nd order 
Channel 6 (orange) k3 on the right input of the front-end, thus the harmonic distortion of 3rd order 
Channel 7 (white) THD on the right input of the front-end, thus the harmonic distortion 

 

5.8.3 Noise Level 

The noise level can be measured linear (F6) or a-weighted (F7): 

Result of the measurement with F6: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; AD only: 

 
 

Fig. 5.8-7:  Linear noise level.  The total noise level can be read behind Overall in the information window.  
The reference for calculation of the dB values is 0 dBu (Ref. for 0 dB). 
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Result of the measurement with F7: Measuring menu under AD/DA ; AD only: 

 
 

Fig. 5.8-8:  A-weighted noise level, indicated in the window behind Processing and designated above the 
graphic with an A all the way at the left side.    

 

Fig. 5.8-9:  The post processing menu is called up with Processing. 
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6 Basic settings for Various Hardware Versions 

The following paragraphs show the settings of the Basic settings in the menu AD/DA respectively 
the measuring menus for adjustment of the measuring system to the particular hardware version.       

6.1 ITADDA16-Card + Robo-Front-end +(CMI-Docking station) 

 

Fig. 6.1-1:  Basic Settings for single-channel measurements.  For two-channel measurements the Input has to 
be set to stereo.  The sample rate is preset to 44,1 kHz.  This way the compatibility i.e. with wave files, is 
maintained.  The parameters AD fullscale, DA fullscale, and Auto range depend on the 
particular measuring function.  

 

 

Fig. 6.1-2:  Settings under Remote.   
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6.2 Notebook Tecra + Robo-Front-end  

 

Fig. 6.2-1:  Basic Settings for single-channel measurements.  For two-channel measurements the Input has to 
be set to stereo.  The sample rate is preset to 44,1 kHz.  This way the compatibility i.e. with wave files, is 
maintained.  The parameters AD fullscale, DA fullscale, and Auto range depend on the 
particular measuring function. 

 

Abb. 6.2-2:  Settings under Remote.  
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6.3 RME Hammerfall Multiface- AD/DA-Transformer + Robo-front-end 

The switch on the Muliface has to be set to 4 dBu (center position).  The communication between the 
front-end and the computer takes place via printer port, the four TRS plug cables with input and output 
signal have to be connected to the Multiface (channel 1 and 2).  A PCMCIA card is used to communicate 
between the Multiface and the computer.  The form of the plug for the RME card is similar to a FireWire 
plug, however it has a different layout and functionality. 

 

Abb. 6.3-1:  Basic Settings for single-channel measurements.  For two-channel measurements the Input has 
to be set to stereo.  The sample rate is preset to 44,1 kHz.  This way the compatibility i.e. with wave files, is 
maintained.  The parameters AD fullscale, DA fullscale, and Auto range depend on the 
particular measuring function. 

 

Abb. 6.3-2:  Settings under Remote.   
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Fig. 6.3-3:  Settings for single-channel measurements under In / Out select.  For two-channel 
measurements inputs CH 2 and outputs Ch 2 is set to on.   
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7 Screen Interface and Operation via Keyboard 

7.1 Parameter of the Screen Interface 

  
 Fig. 7.1-1:  Frequency domain Magnitude   Fig. 7.1-2:  Time domain Time signal 

  Comment line.  The display domain and the name 
of the file are automatically registered.  After this the actual comment line begins 
in which at first the type of measurement is registered automatically.  The 
comment line opens itself with k.  A comment with up to 71 letters can be 
entered.   

 Indicates the current values at the particular cursor.  The color corresponds with 
the color of the cursor.  In the frequency domain the frequency is displayed in 
Hz, the amplitude in V or Pa, and the level in dependence to the reference 
quantity.  The reference quantity is displayed behind dB ref.  

 Indicates the current values at the particular cursor.  The color corresponds with 
the color of the cursor.  The time domain shows the sample, the point in time, 
and the amplitude.  The difference between the values of the cursors is shown in 
the middle value field.   

y-Norm Normalizes the scale to the maximum value of a signal.  A linear time signal is 
always shown symmetric to the horizontal 0-line.   

x-Zoom Zooms the sector between the cursors.   

entire Displays all values respectively samples, but does not change the cursor 
positions.   

cursorlock Sets the interval between the cursors to a fixed intermission.  Both cursors can be 
moved simultaneously with ß / à.   

degree FFT degree.  The value is depending on the particular measuring parameters.       
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dB ref. Reference quantity for calculation of the level in dB.  The setting is defined 
under Display ; Display range. 

all channels Switches between the displays of one or all channels. 

lines / points / bars Display of curves as lines, dots, or in the frequency range as bars.  Switch 
with z. 

 During a measurement the bar indicates the level , as a difference 
between the specified AD fullscale-value in Basic settings and the 
current measuring value.  Yellow shows voltage levels of 20 dBu below the full-
scale value, indicating a poor level.      

  Green indicates that a suitable level is selected.   

  Red warns an overload.   

bins Number of values between the cursors in the frequency domain.   

bin distance Frequency resolution 

resolution Number of bits per sample  

sample rate Sample rate in the time domain.  It depends on the setting in Basic 
Settings or the changes of the sample rate under Edit.  

voltage range Defines the voltage range in the time domain.  The entered voltage is the 
maximum scale value on the Y-axis.  The determination of the range occurs 
automatically when measuring.  Caution with subsequent changes.  This changes 
also the amplitude of the signal.  Both are multiplied with the same factor.  If the 
voltage range is doubled, the amplitude is also doubled.             

Decay Reverberation time, if the integrated impulse response is shown.  The calculation 
results from the time intervals between the cursors.    

Y-Log Switches between logarithmic and linear display of the y-axis.   

X-Log Switches between logarithmic and linear display of the x-axis in the frequency 
domain.   

13:00 time 

ready / calc / DA/AD / store / load / scan MF Working status  
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7.2 Using the Cursor 

Function Keys Feature 
Make left 
cursor active 

l activates left cursor 

Make right 
cursor active 

r activates right cursor 

Moving the cursors ß / à move the cursors to left or right 

 Ctrl 
ß / à  

moves the active cursor to left or right in bigger intervals and faster 

Entire cursor Shift e sets the cursor to the beginning and the end of a signal 
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7.3 Working with the Keyboard 

Function Keys Feature 
Calling the main 
menu file, domain, 
etc. 

Alt 
[charac
ter] 

After activating Alt, a character of the main menu, located in the 
upper part of the graphic, is yellow shaded.  Simultaneously activating 
Alt and the yellow shaded character opens the corresponding main 
menu.   

[charac
ter] 

The activation of the yellow shaded characters opens an input window, 
a function, a display domain, or a list in a sub-menu.         

Opening a sub-menu 

á / â 
↵ 

Sets the marker to the next sub-menu.  ↵ opens an input window, a 
function, a display domain, or a list in a sub-menu. 

Parameter input in a 
function  

[charac
ter] 

The activation of a yellow shaded character either leads to an edit line 
or to the first value of an enumeration.  After entering a value into an 
edit line using the keyboard, it can be accepted using ↵ or removed 
using ESC.  The marker jumps to the next value with every activation 
in an enumeration.  The inverted displayed value is the composed 
parameter.     

Delete a path Ctrl d Deletes the path in an edit line.  The file name is sustained.  MF will 
associate the path with the file, which is currently selected under 
File in the file manager, and therefore will load or save out of this 
path.    

Change a path Ctrl p There are two levels of file managers.  The main manager is found 
under File.  The sub managers open when a file is called up in a 
function or with a function, for example when calling up a set-up file 
or when inserting a channel.  Ctrl p changes the path in a sub 
manager to the path currently selected in the main manager.  

Copy a comment line Ctrl k Copies the text from an opened comment line. 

Insert a text into a 
comment line  

Ctrl p Inserts the text into an opened comment line.   

Simultaneous 
loading, copying, or 
deleting of several 
marked files  

Ctrl 
[charac
ter] 

If several files are tagged in the file manager (rhombus behind a file 
indicates that it is tagged) this operation will include all marked files.  
Ctrl ↵ for example will load all marked files.   

Exiting an edit line  ESC If an input shall not be loaded ESC can be used to terminate the order. 
An entry of q is interpreted as a letter.   

Exiting a function 
with Quit 

q The function, i.e. Basic settings, closes and accepts all set 
parameters.  A possibility to leave a function without accepting the 
parameters (i.e. ‘Cancel’) does not exist in this program.   

Exiting a function 
with 

↵ ↵ activates an action, i.e. starts a measurement, a signal processing etc.   
The initial signal will be no longer available and the change is usually 
not reversible.     

Exiting a function 
with  

Ctrl ↵ Ctrl ↵ is sometimes needed to start a measurement or a reference 
measurement. 
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8 Adapters and Cabling 

8.1 XLR Adapters to Unsymmetrical Inputs and Outputs of External Devices 

 

8.2 Short-Circuit Plugs 

 

8.3 Adapter Amplifier Output to Front-end Line Input 
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8.4 Attenuator 

 

 

8.5 Bridge Mode of The Front-end Amplifier 

The definitions right and left refer to the front view of the front-end.    

 

The two amplifiers are bridged with the option Inv odd DA chan in the AD/DA ; Basic 
settings menu.  In this case the nominal impedance of a connected loudspeaker shall not be below 8 
Ohm.  Power unit and cooling element of the Robo-front-end are not designed for permanent duty!!!     

 


